
SUPERIOR WATCHMAKER'S BENCH

SKU: 1851

Watchmaker's Bench Superior (2 boxes) from
Durston Tools. Durston Tools' Superior
Watchmaker's Bench is the ultimate tool for
professional use, offering exceptional quality.
The solid timber top and framework together
provide an ultra-stable working environment for
your project. The specially laminated anti-static
top surface has an easy on the eye colour and
includes a no-bounce effect when small items are
dropped on it. The soft, forgiving surface allows
easy pick up with tweezers. It is bound all the
way around by a safety rail which prevents
anything from slipping off the extended worktop
area and gives a generous amount of space,
while two moulded armrests enable a really
comfortable working position.
Made from Quality Hardwood (some non
structural parts made with HDF)

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Durston's Superior Watchmaker's Bench is the ultimate tool for professional use, offering exceptional quality in
a package that takes little more than 15 minutes to assemble. The solid timber top and framework together
provide an ultra-stable working environment for your project. The specially laminated anti-static top surface has
an easy on the eye colour and includes a no-bounce effect when small items are dropped on it. The soft,
forgiving surface allows easy pick up with tweezers. It is bound all the way around by a safety rail which
prevents anything from slipping off the extended worktop area and gives a generous amount of space, while
two moulded armrests enable a really comfortable working position. The bench includes a top centre drawer,
and a further eight drawers split either side, together with two cupboards. Valuables can be stored safely away
in the lockable cupboard or drawer, plus added flexibility is provided by pull-out work storage or placement
trays above each set of drawers. Finally, a footrest completes this superbly designed workbench that carries all
the hallmarks of Durston's attention to detail. Rest assured the workbench comes with multi-transit packaging,
guaranteeing safe and damage free delivery to your door. The Superior Watchmaker's Bench is part of



Durston's award-winning range of products available since 1961.

Durston Benches Quality

Durston Tools Benches are unrivalled on quality and design and are known worldwide for being the
best on the market. Our benches are designed and built to last a lifetime with responsibly sourced
materials and are made by highly skilled craftsmen.

Be aware of cheaper alternatives and copies available online that are made with unreliably sourced
materials and a lower standard of finish. Buy Once. Buy a Durston.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 70 kg

Dimensions 145 × 90 × 85 cm

Carton Dimensions (MM) 1450 x 890 x 140 (Box 1) 1030 x 720 x 560 (Box 2)

Product Weight (kg) 105

Product Length (mm) 1320

Product Height (mm) 970

Product Depth (mm) 650

Depth including armrests
(mm)

770

HEAVY

This product is delivered on a pallet and is heavy. We are only able
to deliver this product to the kerbside. Therefore we recommend four
people to be available to safely carry the pallet, support in each
corner of the pallet.


